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sounds all rather obvious and trite. But I don't think it
need be, and as one of your dearest desires—and a magni-
ficent one—is to bring us back to the great and the
universal in poetry, why not work out your thoughts in
some such way as this—only with lots of illustrative
quotation always,
"In what Class would you place Burns, Euripides,
Spenser, Villon, the best epigrams in Gk. Anthology,
Marlowe, Horace, Wordsworth, Goethe, Gray, Theocritus,
Swinburne? Give your reasons."
In other words what rules out ? What qualifies ?
Blac{ Gables,
To W. W. Vaughan	Hythe, Kent
April 27, 1924
... What a lovely time you must have had in Wales!
We have often wanted to go there, and if things had fitted
better we might have gone on there from Hawarden Castle
where we spent Easter with the Gladstones. But I was
hardly up to hotels then. Both Llanthony, to which, of
course, fietas specially draws me, and Llangammarch look
very attractive. You must tell us whether the hotels were
all right. I h^e always wished to see Llanthony and Sarah
has never been in Wales at all. I wonder if Landor has
left any traces ? It is strange to me that so few people care
for him. My little Landor Day Boof(9 which I never take
iip without wonder arid delight, has hardly sold at all.
Was the Agnes Sorel and Joan of Arc among those you
read ? One of the few in which he gets away from himself.
I thought of it on Thursday (Ruth's last night, when at
her wish we went to St. Joan"). You ought to see it: it is
certainly Shaw's best work: for once emotion and imagina-
tion make themselves felt as well as the perpetual clever-
ness. If you go I would advise you not staying for the
Epilogue which is mere Shavian talk.
... One of the few books I have read since my illness is

